Request for Gender Dysphoria (GD) Evaluation/Treatment Algorithm

Request for Gender Dysphoria (GD) Evaluation/Treatment

- Seen by facility provider/nurse who will confirm the inmate understands the risk associated with Hormone Replacement Therapy (HRT)

Wants to proceed with the GD evaluation process

- No GD diagnosis confirmed in EHR
  - No GD confirmed by MH
    - Facility provider will complete an consult for OUMC Endocrine Specialist for HRT medication management
      - Follow OUMC Endocrine Specialist recommendations for HRT medication and lab
      - Order HRT medications and lab
      - Refer to MH as needed for MH issues related to GD

- GD diagnosis confirmed in EHR
  - GD confirmed by MH
    - Refer for Mental Health (MH) for GD special evaluation
      - Follow OUMC Endocrine Specialist recommendations for HRT medication and lab
      - Order HRT medications and lab
      - Refer to MH as needed for MH issues related to GD

- GD not confirmed by MH
  - STOP process. Refer to MH as needed for MH issues related to GD

May receive state issued gender specific clothing/property or purchase items from canteen
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